COOLING TOWEL

When activated simply in a small amount of water, the amazing fabric feels cooler than the ambient temperature and will remain cool for hours. You may cut the towel size to wrap around your head, neck, wrists or use under ventilated cap. If it dries out just add water, give it a quick wring and its ready to continue cooling! Item# 396-602B

COOLING VEST

EZ-Cool™ Flash evaporative cooling vest, ANSI Class 2, yellow, hook and loop closure, silver reflective tape.
- Polyester outer, nylon inner fabric
- Soak in water for 1-2 minutes, squeeze out excess to activate
- Cooling effects last for hours, reusable
Item# 390-EZ202

COOLING BANDANA

EZ-Cool™ evaporative cooling bandana, available in blue only.
- Polycotton material with cooling crystals
- Soak in water for 10-20 minutes, squeeze out excess to activate
- Place around neck to facilitate cooling sensation
- Cooling effects last for hours, reusable
Item# 393-100-BLU

COOLING HARD HAT PAD

EZ-Cool™ evaporative cooling hard hat pad with hook and loop attachment, available in blue only.
- Polycotton material with cooling crystals at crown
- Delivers effective cooling above suspension
- Securely attaches onto hard hats with hook and loop
- Soak in water for 10-20 minutes, squeeze out excess to activate
- Cooling effects last for hours, reusable
Item# 396-400

Great for use in hot environments for protection from the stress of high temps - indoor or outdoor! Ideal for construction, automotive, mining, farming, medical, emergency services, food service, oil rigging, industrial sites, sporting events.

Many other cooling products available – contact us for more information!